G®¡ND
for Alto Saxophone, Percussion and Electronic[s/-technician]
by Dan Tramte
written for Patchwork duo

(read ...'Electronics' or 'Electronic-technician')

PERFORMANCE NOTES
-The systems are bracketed into two parts: Alto
Saxophone, and Percussion—both requiring the
performer to realize multiple staves
simultaneously.

Alto Saxophone

-An optional third performer (the Technician)
may assume the responsibility for the mixer
position, and thus execute the respective staff
titled 'Mixer.'
Technician (optional)

Percussion

-Short (c. 1-3 seconds) regardless of note
value
-Medium (c. 3-5 seconds) regardless of note
value
-Long (c. 5-7 seconds) regardless of note
value
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Alto Saxophone
-For a majority of the work, the saxophonist is provided with
a fingering tablature accompanied by an embouchure clef
written directly below the dividing line.

The top half contains the fingerings to execute. Filled circular note
heads followed by a thick gray line designates keys to be depressed.
Open circular note heads followed by a thin gray line designate open
keys. Likewise, the closed (reversed) oval note heads containing notenames in white text indicate the pinky-controlled keys to be depressed,
and the open (reversed) oval note heads designate open pinky keys.
***When executing these fingerings, some audible level of percussive
'tapping sounds' produced by the keys and pads will always exist. These
tapping sounds are highly desirable, and should always be emphasized
in G®¡ND. Even during the softest sections of the work (the very
beginning for example), the performer should execute the fingerings
such that the percussive tapping sounds are played as loud as possible.

-Occasionally, a 'bite map' staff is combined with the above

The bottom half contains embouchure notation. There are three
primary note heads: filled (ord. pitched tone), diamond (air sound), and
accent (light slap). Arrows designate a transformation from one sound
to another (often between air and pitch sounds). These transformations
often contain a dotted tie, which helps to rhythmically show the
transitioning. Stems with omitted note heads are rhythmic place-holders
EXCEPT when marked with tenutos, in which case, they should be
interpreted as diaphragm pulses.

The vertical mouthpiece: a 'bite map' which illustrates where the
performer is to bite on the reed. The saxophonist is to use the central
incisors of the lower teeth to lightly bite the reed where indicated (with
a thick, black line). This will cause the reed to bend, bifurcating the reed
into two shorter segments. The shortened reed will thus vibrate at a
much higher frequency (squeak) when the appropriate air pressure is
applied.

-Mm. 99-116 displays a normal Alto Saxophone 'sounding' part in addition to the Sax. Tab.

Though the Sax. Tab. alone is successful in representing sounds that a
normal 5-line staff cannot show, it fails to clearly represent the partials
to be emphasized during passages containing multiphonics. Though an
embouchure lipping map (a staff indicating pitches to be lipped up or
down) could have sufficed—and indeed was considered—it did not
consistently achieve the desired effect. During these measures, the
performer should consider this normal 5-line staff as the sonic goal,
whereas the accompanying Sax. Tab. simply shows the actions required
to articulate it.

-At m. 165, the saxophonist is instructed to detach the mouthpiece from the saxophone and use the mouthpiece as an instrument
in itself.
The horizontal mouthpiece (also paired with embouchure notation): The
performer should set the reed in the mouth as per usual, and use the
palm of the hand to open/close the hole on the other end of the
mouthpiece (according to the open/filled note heads respectively). The
high pitch generated by the mouthpiece will be muted when the hole is
covered with the hand. The score also illustrates half-muting with a halffilled note head followed by a medium-thick gray line.
The mouthpiece should not be connected to the neck of the saxophone.
This staff is also sometimes paired with the bite map staff.

-By m. 206, the saxophonist will have set away the mouthpiece and will use the rest of the saxophone (body + neck) as an

The saxophonist should blow a focused stream of air directly into the
neck of the saxophone. Lips should be approximately 1 to 2 inches
away from the hole of the neck. In mm. 209, 214, 216, & 218-219, the
saxophonist is asked to lift the saxophone such that (s)he may blow a
stream of air into finger hole #5 (the hole just under the pad controlled
by the index finger of the right hand). This will create an airy tremolo
effect when the performer is simultaneously asked to open & close
key #5.

-The purposes of the decoupled multi-staff action notational method is as follows:
1) During quiet moments—of which the clicking of the keys/pads against the body of the saxophone are particularly audible—the written key combinations
will result in controlled tapping sounds that avoid diatonicism. Had the score simply instructed the saxophonist to play tapping sounds with rhythmically
notated X-shaped note heads, the saxophonist would likely execute idiomatic fingerings (scales, or reiteration of the B-flat key for example). These
fingerings are developed thematically and paired with different methods of sound-production, thus requiring formalization.
2) To clearly specify multiphonic fingerings.
3) To represent sounds that would otherwise be impossible to represent. In mm. 25-27 for instance, the fingering produces an unstable tone, which when
executed at one dynamic (near niente) acts differently than when executed at a different dynamic (mezzo-piano). This unstable tone may indeed squeak,
or at least threaten to squeak. Whether or not a squeak is achieved during a performance is less important than the performer's ability to establish the
tense (or resonant, or muted, or full-bodied, or choked, or crisp, or fragile, etc.) state that the respective fingering TENDS to produce.
4) Unpredictability (as implied above). Since G®¡ND is more of an action score than a sounding-result score, a semiotic dissonance between the score and
the aural product will persist. Performers are generally more comfortable executing a score when they know they can regularly reproduce a sonic goal.
When this sonic goal is removed from the score, the player may feel like a puppet, blindly moving muscles, unaware of whether or not (s)he is producing
a sound that is anywhere near the sound the composer had in mind. The level of unpredictability in G®¡ND, however, is minimal compared to a score by,
say, Aaron Cassidy, who has a significantly different musical objective. In G®¡ND, sounds are much more reproducible, but with slight variability. For
example, m. 22 played correctly should result in what sounds like a glorified bisbigliando on pitch-class 'C' with airy terminations. What is not reliably
determined is how the tone will arpeggiate through the partials by the beginning of the second beat. This should not be cause for concern, and indeed, it
does not have a drastic effect on the overall gesture. The saxophonist's goal is to try to internalize these sounds (and the variability associated with them)
during rehearsals. Over time, given sufficient practice, the saxophonist will likely create new semiotic links between the action notation and the aural result
such that the two will be indistinguishable in the performer's mind.

Percussion
-Required instruments & objects:

-The setup should resemble a drum set:

(1) Snare Drum (with a grainy-textured batter head coating)
(1) Tom-tom (mounted or floor)
(1) Floor tom

Music stand

(1) Kick Bass Drum

Mounted
tom
Kick drum

(1) Wooden bar stool (or any smooth/stained wooden surface)
(x) A box of assorted wind up toys (as many as possible)

Box of
assorted
toys

Mixer

Snare
drum

Floor tom

(1+ extras) Styrofoam block
(1+ extras) Styrofoam cup (not a mug as the symbol suggests)
(1+ extras) Super ball mallet
(1+ extras) Wooden stick
(1+ extras) Sewing needle or chopstick
(1) nanoKONTROL2 connected via USB to a computer running
_G®¡ND.maxpat in Max 6 or Max Runtime 6.
Computer should face the percussionist for monitoring
purposes†

† This is only in the case that the percussionist plans to play the mixer part

Bar
stool

-The membranophone staff:

The piece begins with a 2-line staff—though this should be viewed as a
1-space staff, whereas the space between the lines represents the
head of the drum. The bottom line corresponds to the point of the rim
nearest the performer's body, while the top line corresponds to the
farthest point of the rim. This allows for the specification of a range of
playing positions on the drum head in the form of an imaginary line
from the front to back of the membrane; however, the the
percussionist need not strictly constrain his/her playing to this line. Any
'diameter line' (rotated, a bit offset or even slightly curved) would
suffice, and indeed may be necessary, especially in cases where
multiple actions occur on the same membrane.

The quantity of lines of the staff depends on the number of
membranophones used within a given period of time. In the most
extreme example, mm. 63-76, 79, & 83-84, the score calls for a snare
drum, tom-tom, and floor tom, represented by a 4-line/3-space system.
Any subset of these three drums is possible throughout the piece,
therefore the performer must rely on the clef symbols to know which
drum to actuate.

Since the bass drum is only ever struck with the kick pedal, it only
requires a 1-line staff.

-Other notations:
Crank a wind up toy to be set on a membranophone.
Rhythms indicated in score are merely suggested.
Some wind up toys will inevitably require more or
less cranks than written.

Friction [noise] attacks
-Produced by a styrofoam block, represented with a straight line, and always executed on the snare.
Rub a block of styrofoam across the drumhead membrane to create a stable stream of soft white
noise. Typically, the dynamic written below the passage will correspond to the notated velocity of the
styrofoam (i.e., fast passages spanning the entire diameter of the drumhead will be accompanied by a
dynamic of f ); occasionally, however, the percussionist must adjust the pressure of the styrofoam
against the drumhead to achieve the written dynamic. Higher pressure will increase dynamics, and vice
versa.
The percussionist should not try to emphasize the beginning or end (or apply any other un-notated
idiomatic interpretations) of these friction attacks. Usually the styrofoam block should rest on the
snare head, and therefore remain in contact. The performer must avoid lifting/striking, and instead,
move the block across the head with appropriate pressure.

Friction [noise—resonance] attacks
-Produced by either a super ball or a styrofoam cup; always represented with a curvy line, terminating with an arrow.

Though the curvy lines may occasionally 'loop' backward, these should not be interpreted as a reversal
in time, obviously. Simply execute the gesture on the appropriate surface. The loops were designed to
designate where the performer must increase velocity, as such a gesture would require.

-Super ball friction attacks may be applied to any membranophone.

Draw the super ball across the membrane such that it produces a resonant sound. In a few instances,
such as m. 4, other objects are simultaneously resting on or exciting the same membrane, thus
potentially dampening it. In these cases, attempt to produce some resonance, but do not be
concerned if the attempt fails. Given the right pressure, a super ball may instead produce a noisy
tremolo as it resonates at a slower frequency (< 20 Hz), bouncing rapidly across the drum. This is also
desirable and the performer may use this technique when the membrane is muffled by other objects.

-Styrofoam cup friction attacks are always executed on a wooden bar stool (or acceptable wooden surface substitution)
Lid-side down, with light pressure against the wooden surface and a gentle grip, slide
styrofoam cup over the finished surface of the wood to cause the cup to resonate with a
rather loud squeak. When not in use, do not set the cup away; rather, leave cup on the bar
stool for quick and easy access.

-It is not expected that the super ball or the styrofoam cup will produce a purely steady resonating sound throughout the entire
duration notated. Both of these techniques are naturally unpredictable. Indeed, G®¡ND is a study in the unpredictability and
tension caused by the friction of two objects/bodies. The work is meant to straddle the tipping point at which noise becomes
resonance.

Percussionist (continued)/Technician
-Either the percussionist or an on-stage technician may perform the electronics using a nanoKONTROL2 mixer connected via
USB to a computer running _GRIND.maxpat in Max 6 or Max Runtime 6. To monitor the electronic output, the computer screen
must be visible to the percussionist/technician.
A) Granular scrub (controlled by the dials)

-The mixer is split into two separate parts:

B) Sound generators (controlled by the faders)
(A more detailed breakdown of the mixer controls are available in the info section of the software, _GRIND.maxpat)

-Faders

For much of the piece, the percussionist/technician will perform the faders on the mixer. The thickness of the lines directly
correspond to the fullness of the fader level illustrated in the vertical mixer at the beginning of each system. The notational
method used can only indicate a rough signification of fader levels, so the precise levels are generally up to performer's musical
discretion. Most of the faders control the amplitude of a continuous sound. It is rather crucial that the performer slide faders
gradually. Being small MIDI faders, the amplitude resolution is low, and therefore the instrument requires steady hands in order
to avoid large jumps in volume. This is especially important during passages containing slow fader movement (e.g., mm. 33 – 53).

-Unpredictability

Each sound generator slowly mutates over time. This means that the sound will vary slightly depending on when the fader is
lifted (and also depending on how much time elapsed since the percussionist/technician turned on the audio of the patch);
however, one can expect for each sound generator to be fairly consistent at any given point.

-Sounds produced by the dials are set to relatively low levels; they are not balanced with the faders.

-Granular Scrub & Improvisation
There are five sections in G®¡ND marked 'Granular Scrub,' which are short interludes designated
for electronic improvisation. During these sections, the percussionist/technician should only use
the dials of the nanoKONTROL2 mixer, and make sure to leave the faders set in the indicated
position. A duration is listed above each dashed box designating how long the improvisation should
last. These time periods are extremely flexible. The percussionist/technician should not count
seconds or watch a clock, and instead, estimate.

-Granular Scrub & Improvisation (continued)
At the end of each granular scrub section, the performer should cut off all sounds created by the dials. To do this, either set the three dials furthest to the
left (dials 1, 2, & 3) to '0' by turning them all the way counterclockwise, or set the 'master dial' (dial 8) to '0.'

Brackets illustrated over the dials indicate the dials that are
available for improvisation
Dials marked 'X' may NOT be used in improvisation.
Dial 8 and occasionally dial 4 are marked with a preferred
setting that is to be used during the duration of the
improvisation.

In this case, set dial 4 to 10 o'clock and dial 8 to 12 o'clock
Improvise on dials 2-3 & 6-7, not dials 1 & 5
(dials are numbered 1-8, left to right respectively)

How to improvise
-There are no rules for improvisation, only guidelines.
• Search for an inspiring sound by navigating through the sound files using the rough scrubbing window dial. With the respective fine scrubbing
point dial, explore the sound. Scrub through it at different speeds. Set the point somewhere within the sound and leave it there for a few seconds.
• With the exception of Granular Scrub #5, there will always be at least one fader engaged, producing a synthetic sound. Search for granular scrub
sounds that support the sound produced by the fader. Find complimenting sounds. Find dissonating sounds.
• Turn dials back and forth rapidly, creating short, choppy sounds.
• Try to create gestures similar to those found in the rest of the piece.
• Do something drastic, such as finding one shrill and annoying sound to last for the entirety of the imrpov. section.
• Consider silence
• Perhaps do nothing!

-Granular Scrub #5 should contain lots of space and extremely quiet sounds. The following gesture at m. 173 should be incredibly
frightening to listeners.

ALWAYS REHEARSE WITH EARPLUGS

